A new optical mode of propagation is described, which is the natural eigenmode (supermode) of a f iber (or any optical waveguide) with two cospatial periodic gratings. The mode frustrates the backward Bragg scattering from the grating by destructive interference of its two constituent submodes (which are eigenmodes of a uniform waveguide). It can be used in a new type of spatial mode conversion in optical guides.
Consider an optical mode ja. propagating in a fiber that is incident upon a grating with a period L 1 and satisf ies the Bragg condition
which is necessary for strong coherent scattering from right-traveling mode ja. into left-traveling mode jb.. b a and 2b b are the propagation constants of the two guided modes. This situation is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Also shown is a momentum diagram in which the values of b (momenta) of the various uniform fiber modes involved in the scattering as well as the grating momentum are shown. The scattering causes the intensity of mode ja. to decay evanescently in the grating region of the waveguide. Typical fiber gratings can yield an ja. ! jb. ref lection that exceeds 99% in less than 1 cm of grating length.
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A similar fate awaits a higher transverse mode, jc., propagating in the fiber when the mode is incident upon a second grating, 2, with a period L 2 that satisf ies
This mode will also undergo scattering into the same backward mode, jb., as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Now consider what happens when gratings 1 and 2 are cospatial, i.e., occupy the same z stretch of the fiber. If the forward-propagating fields of ja. and jc. are temporally coherent, then the total scattering into jb. is obtained by an algebraic addition of the ja. ! jb. and the jc. ! jb. scattering amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . There exists, obviously, a ratio of the modal amplitudes A͞C of the two forward modes for which the net backward scattering S ab 1 S cb into jb. is zero. Under these conditions the backward mode jb., if it is not present at z 0, the beginning of the dual-grating region, will not be excited. Modes ja. and jc. under this condition lose no power, thus defeating the Bragg scattering. It follows, self-consistently, that the above superposition of uniform fiber modes ja. and jc. constitutes a supermode of the dual-grating fiber. This new mode of optical propagation propagates 
To formalize the above description we consider the coupled-mode equations that describe the interaction among the uniform fiber modes ja., jb., and jc., all different, that is due to the dual grating as in Fig. 1(c) 
Modes ja. and jc. are not directly coupled. For such coupling to occur we require a grating with a long period L, where L 2p͑͞b a 2 b c ͒. There exists, however, indirect coupling between ja. and jc., which is mediated by jb. and is expressed by Eqs. (4) -(6). Nonlinear interactions in the writing of the grating, which could lead to grating momenta m͑2p͞L 1 ͒ 6 n͑2p͞L 2 ͒, m and n integers, are assumed negligible. From Eq. (5) it follows that when
If B͑0͒ 0, then B͑z͒ 0 and A͑z͒ and C͑z͒ are constant; i.e., there is no loss of forward-propagating power. We can obtain the supermode, i.e., the stable ratio of A, B, and C in Eq. (3), by diagonalizing interaction equations (4)-(6). The solution that corresponds to our mode can be represented symbolically by a column vector (unnormalized): 
i.e., we can bring about ja. $ jc. mode conversion by mere adiabatic control of the gratings' prof ile. Note that mode jb. is never excited. This mode conversion is expected to have the high wavelength selectivity that is characteristic of backward Bragg scattering; i.e., Dl͞l ഠ l͞2nL, where L is the grating length. This new form of mode conversion by adiabatic grating evolution is the spatial equivalent of coherent temporal population control in atomic physics. 5 This subject will be considered in detail in the future.
